STREAKING!!! What is it? Where is it? Who is it? Well for those of you who've been sleeping snugly, studying studiously, or just plain dead for the last week, it's romping around in nature's own, That's right, DESNUDO! It's true, Bryant College has gone natural, and just who's been freeing their spirit and displaying the bare essentials of the genus homo sapien is anybody's guess.

Streaking started at Bryant last Saturday with the manifestation of a few lone streakers on the campus. The first good showing of streakers took place early Tuesday morning at around 12:45 a.m. A merry band of jolly jammers sped around dorms 7, 8, and 9 (we're looking at you, seniors). Many a student dragged themselves to their windows in hopes of catching a glimpse of this unveiling of the human spirit, and were not disappointed. The leader of this cadre is known as the "Caped Phantom" is believed to be the first streaker at Bryant. This melange of streak freaks is often seen in the area of dorm 10, and are old hands at their antics. Later in the day at about 11:30 p.m. a grup of 300 students turned out to watch the spectacle. Their patience was rewarded by exotical displays of streakers who kept their audience amused way into the wee hours. Centered in two areas of the campus near dorms 9 and 7, the streakers kept the crowd in suspense, coming forth at unexpected moments. Unfortunately, a number of psycho streakers in dorms 3 and 5 ruined the first spirit of the night by exhibiting their "moons" from their windows. The true streaker not only performs as nature, but runs from here to there with the speed of light. The highlight of this week's streaking came Wednesday evening at approximately 11:30 when a Bryant male student led three female non-students around dorms 7, 8, and 9. This group is the first in which girls have streaked, and is also the first cool streak at Bryant. Rumors have been circulating the campus that the girls were members of SIB, and the sorority is receiving harassment from people. As stated earlier the female streakers were not students of Bryant College, but they're expected to return!

The most unique and creative streak of the week came Wednesday night during the Combined on Pages 6 and 7

SCIENCE REFERENDUM

Last week's Senate election ballots included a referendum asking for an increase of the present Senate budget allocation of $5.15 per student, per semester, to $12.50. The referendum was passed by a vote of 529 to 360. This will bring the Senate budget up to $82,000 for next year.

R.I. "Players of the Year"

Bryant's Dave Serafini (center) was selected Rhode Island College Division "Player of the Year" by state coaches. Also selected were: P.C.'s Marvin Barnes (left) - Rhode Island University Division; Elvis Wood of the Year." The players were honored at a luncheon last Monday by Rhode Island Coaches, fellow players and members of the local news media.
Non-Frat Parties Are Possible But...

Dear Editor,

To the Students of Bryant,

So there can be a party that is open to all, with all the spirits available for all on campus. Yes, it is possible for an entire floor to organize and run a party successfully here at Bryant. We, the people of Dorm 10 4th floor, wish to thank everyone for coming up and having a good time and making our get together a blast. Everything ran quite well except for a few problems which can easily be ironed out so that an entire floor can be used more efficiently for possibly future parties. I would like to thank the rest of the 4th floor of Dorm 10 for their participation and enthusiasm and the few hundred dollars that was frontal for the party. The only thing we can

Attention Evening Division Students!

Dear Editor,

It has been brought to my attention that Evening Division students are not eligible to participate in the day school's streaking competition here on campus, but, as always, we are afforded the opportunity to form our own organization for evening students only!

Therefore, in keeping with the intense competitive spirit in which we evening students take pride, I call for volunteers for the First Annual Co-ed Evening Division Streaking, which will take place on or around the frog pond, depending on weather conditions.

Yours truly,
J.B. Roper B.,
and Dorm 10, 4th floor.

FRANKLY SPEAKING

"IT HAS BEEN MOVED THAT ANYONE CAUGHT MENTIONING THE WORD WATERGATE MUST RETURN THEIR AUTOGRAPHED PHOTO OF TRICIA!!"

by Phil Frank

THE ALMANAC

Today is Friday, March 8, the 67th day of 1974 with 298 to follow:
The moon is in its full phase. 
The morning stars are Mercury, Venus, and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mars and Saturn.
Those born on this date are under the sign of Pisces.
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes was born March 8, 1841.

Also on this day in history:
In 1937, strikes and riots in St. Petersburg, Russia, marked the start of the Bolshevik Revolution.

In 1944, French authorities adopted an ordinance giving French Moors in Algeria the same rights as French Non-Moslem.

In 1962, the U.S. House of Representatives defeated a bill which would have increased its membership from 436 to 438.

tuO to redo

This week THE ARCHWAY would like to congratulate the Bryant College Infirmary for their never-ending dedication to fight against ill health. The doctor, when and if he decides to bless us with his presence, is always very eager to see each patient as a new challenge to his profession. It seems as if the doctor is more concerned with getting away from our campus than he is in seeing that the students who are ill are taken care of properly. Sometimes he won't see people if the waiting line gets too long.

Again, congratulations to whoever is responsible for keeping the health service under control. In the meantime, if you happen to feel sick, you might find it a little easier to go to the hospital—at least you'll get taken care of there!

Dear Editor,

I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate Mr. Mc Garry (sic) and his associates on the success of their recent smear campaign against Fred Leonard.

I got to know Fred, who, it is said, is out for himself, last semester when he put aside his own work and stayed up with me until four a.m. (sic) one day to help me with an academic problem. A couple of nights later we were up 'til two a.m. (sic) More recently he has spent his time and energy trying to get the administration (sic) to refund exorbitant dorm damage charges (totalling $192.00) imposed on my subtenants and me because the floor had to be swept. Such actions hardly typify an "opportunist."

Fred Leonard is a man of convictions who has the moral integrity to fight for what is right, regardless of whose hitches he raises. Unfortunately this rare virtue cost him the election.

Yours truly,
Alan M. August

The ARCHWAY does not condone the newest fad called STREAKING, it just thinks it's a pisser. When the heaviest thing on the mind of students is how to organize a coed streak, it must be a sign that world pressures are easing off or American youth is again rebelling against the circus of today's politics to society.

Watergate is still dragging on, President Nixon is still dodging impeachment, the Pentagon is still supporting Vietnam, and the Big Oil Companies are still squeezing the last dollar from the American public. When one Bryant streaker was asked why he was streaking he said, "It's something I can do with my friends, enjoy myself, and it doesn't cost anything."

As time passes, the interest in streaking will subside until it will be remembered as just another college prank. Since no one is getting hurt by streaking, why not except it for what it is. Students Together Removing Every Atrocity Knowingly Insighting Naked Gamers.

Remember When...

Dear Editor,

Whatever happened to that peaceful, quiet place—the library—where a student could just sit down and study with no interruptions?...

Lately the library has become noisy to the point where only a person who is hard of hearing can concentrate. Students joke, laugh, talk LOUDLY (undestentiation of the week) and the atmosphere is anything but quiet and conducive to study. It is time for the people who are in the position to do so to take the necessary action to change the atmosphere back to what it is supposed to be—a place where one can study and stop it from resembling something like a Saturday night fraternity pledge party.

Dorothy Amy Pylek

FRANKLY SPEAKING

by Phil Frank
Dear Madame Lovonda,

I think that the idea of the Town Forum is a great idea. This gives the leaders of the Administration, the Faculty and the Student Body a way to speak with the other members of Bryant College in order to discuss the future of Bryant College. Why wasn't President Evarts present? Could the reason be that Dr. Evarts doesn't care about the future of Bryant College?

Concerned about the future

Dear Concerned,

Since I feel that your letter is of paramount importance, I went to see Dr. Evarts and he told me the reason for his absence at the meeting. He stated that he'd been invited to the first meeting, but he felt that Mr. Allerton would be a better representative of the Administration being the Vice President of Student Affairs. The turnout of students at this first meeting was very poor so a second meeting was re-scheduled. Dr. Evarts was not invited to the second meeting; thus, this is a reason why he did not attend. Dr. Evarts did state that he is very concerned about the students at Bryant and he invites you to make an appointment to see him personally if you wish.

How about it, Concerned? It's your move!

Administratively,

Madame Lovonda

Could you please tell me why the College supplies only one lamp per living room in the dorms? You have to be a bat in order to find your way around the room! Not only is it difficult to read in such poor lighting, but it also creates a depressing atmosphere. Madame Lovonda, will Bryant College ever see the light?

Demi,

Batty, Blind and Bruised

Dear B.B.B.,

The reason that the College provides only one lamp per living room in the dorms is manyfold. First of all, they cost money. I mean, those ornate, sturdy, deluxe lamps go for a lot! Secondly, they aren't meant to be used to read by. After all, what college student has to really worry? Textbooks? Nonsense! Thirdly, why should the students have better lighting conditions than anyone else? I'm sure that the Faculty and Administration members only have one cheap plastic lamp in their living rooms at home!

In the Dark,

Madame Lovonda

Dear Madame Lovonda,

I was mortified the other morning when I peeked out my window and found a band of streetwalkers dashing by my dorm. I immediately called Security to put an end to this vulgar display of the human anatomy, but I couldn't reach them. Madame Lovonda, do you know where Security was when I needed them?

SHOCKED!

Dear Shocked,

I sure do. They were out streetwalking! Ha-ha-ha!

Nudefully,

Madame Lovonda

Dear Madame Lovonda,

I am hearing people mention the name "Harry" around the College. It's "Harry this," and "Harry that," and I just don't know who they are talking about. Madame Lovonda, could you please tell me who Harry is? He sounds like a real swinger!

Linda Lovely

Dear Linda,

I think he's the maintenance man for the swimming pool.

(Hehehehehehehehehehehehehehe)

Naughtily,

Madame Lovonda

Dear Madame Lovonda,

I recently had the misfortune of being exposed to the inside of one of the boys' dorms. The state of the halls and the stairways was deplorable. I'm surprised they don't have "rats" (no pun intended). Will there ever be a time when one will be able to run barfooted through this dorm without fear of being bitten?

Ms. Clean

Dear Ms. Clean,

Unfortunately I must agree with you in that the boys' dorms are below standard living conditions. I must say that there are a few that are kept in a presentable manner, though. However, I suggest that the next time you venture into one of these "dens of iniquity" that you use statis. Just make sure to use a pesticide on them or else you'll be a feast for the termites!

Loyally,

Madame Lovonda

Dear Madame Lovonda,

I don't know why I put up with these indignant letters. I don't need this! Doesn't anyone on this campus have anything decent to ask? Well, they do. I've seen it yet; and I really don't want to (huh huh)! Well kidding, Madame Lovone has stepped together another batch of Hungarian Goulash, Bryant College style, so get while it's hot!

Madame Lovonda

---

**Fifth Annual Law Enforcement Seminar**

The Department of Legal Studies and the Evening Division will sponsor a three-day law enforcement seminar on March 18, 19, and 20. The program will comprise 24 hours of lecture and illustrations given by experts in the field of law enforcement. Topics will include radio, polygraph, breathalyzer, video tape recording and electronic surveillance. The seminar may be taken for two credits by evening division law enforcement majors. However, in addition to attending the lectures, a research paper on any of the topics discussed must be completed. Tuition for the seminar is $50.

Students from the day school are invited to attend any or all parts of the seminar without charge. This will give the students an opportunity to be exposed to some of the practical applications in the criminal justice system.

---

**Time Out**

Most red-blooded male types would be green with envy of Herbert Polk. He lives in the Oakland YWCA Hotel with about 60 women.

It sounds like a fantasy but, in reality, it is an experiment in communal living with no sex overtones.

Polk and seven other men have taken up permanent residence in the hotel for women in a YWCA experiment.

Polk told U.P.I. "This has been fine with me," but he had an advantage. He had been a member at the "Y" before and knew most of the staff and women.

It hasn't entirely communal. The men and women have separate bathrooms and shower facilities. Polk says the women have tended to be a little more formal in their wearing apparel.

The Lab's male partners in the unique experiment are students and full-time workers.

How do the women feel about it? In Polk's words, "Both the younger and older women seem to be happy about the whole idea—there haven't been any problems."

The women often ask the men to serve as their escorts when they go grocery shopping or have to travel to downtown stores.

The Oakland "Y" has many different classes—one teaching students how to cook, and the men are getting in on the kitchen act. Often the women will experiment with their cooking and serve the men. Polk says "They like to do this especially for a nominal fee."

The "Y" has five floors and much classrooms space. Residents and outsiders can take such subjects as Ping Pong, art and swimming. But Polk says there is no nude swimming.

Dean Li, Director of Operations, says the response to the experimental program has been great. In fact, the occupancy rate has been going up drastically.

Li admits the founders of the lab might have changed about men and women living together. But, "He," he repeats, "Everything is great."

It costs $100 a month for a large room with a private bath. And it costs $55 a month for a room without a bath. Residents can use the kitchen any time they want. There are no restrictions. But what about the dirty dishes?

No sex discrimination. Everyone serves as a dishwasher.

---

**in a peasant's garden**

by eileen pulaski

---
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On The Lighter Side

Many foreign countries have definite ideas about what kind of tourists they want. For instance—did you know American visitors can be jailed for up to life in Taiwan for wearing miniskirts or tight trousers, wigs or long hair? Or that other countries in Africa forbid entry to travelers whose attire or appearances do not meet their criteria?

Under a decree passed last October by Tanzania, it is illegal for women to wear hot pants, miniskirts or dresses with side, front or back slits above the knees. Women also are forbidden to wear form-fitting dresses, clothing made of see-through materials, wigs, and even certain forms of make-up.

Men are prohibited from wearing long hair, short shorts, bell-bottom slacks or union-suit trousers.

The law applies to visitors as well as Tanzanians. And it provides for penalties ranging from a fine for first offenders to terms of up to life for repeated violations.

Malawi and Uganda also have official restrictions on women’s clothing and hair styles. Visitors who don’t meet the requirements are refused entry and have to stay out of the country until the violations have been corrected.

Libya and Saudi Arabia also are known on long hair on men and miniskirts or pants on women. Offenders are allowed in, however, if they get a hair cut or change clothes.

Israel adopts a more liberal view. But a visitor who comes in wearing anything with a Nuns-type veil on could find himself on the first plane out. Swastikas are banned in Israel.

Most of the West European and Scandinavian countries couldn’t care less what visitors look like or wear. Nor do Japan, Hong Kong and other Asian countries.

An exception, however, is Singapore. Hot pants, miniskirts and beards are tolerated but not long hair on men.

So, if you’re heading for one of those foreign countries, be warned and plan to dress and look accordingly.

The summer evening course offerings will be posted next week on both evening school bulletin boards. A special humanities elective will be offered this summer. The course is called “Introduction to Anglo-Irish Culture” and will be taught by an instructor visiting the United States from Ireland.

Correction

There is a correction in last week’s Evening Division News. The Spring vacation for evening classes begins after classes on SATURDAY, March 16; not after Friday, March 15.
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WEB Women Speak
by Phyllis Schumacher

Is Mathematics a male domain? It need not be. A major reason for the minority of women in the Physical Sciences is the fact that women find it difficult to identify with a male-dominated role throughout history. Mathematics and Engineering have been dominated fields and women who ventured into these areas have often been undervalued or misunderstood. In order that their sexuality not be questioned, many women have retreated from their ability for abstract thought.

It is time for women to accept the challenge of performing in these fields. A female's profession need not determine her lifestyle. A woman does not have to be masculine in order to fulfill what in the past has been considered a male role.

ARCHWAY informing students of the variance

Sharon Kirkner, a student at Bryant. requested the support of the Senate in her quest of obtaining gymnasium equipment for the women's freshman exercise room in the gymnasium. She feels that there is a need for such equipment and would like the school to provide a trampoline, balance beam, a balance bar, and other gymnastic equipment. The Senate referred her to the Buildings and Grounds and Curriculum Committees, which will assist in her endeavor.

Terry Curlee, Secretary of the Senate informed the Senators that all items for the weekly meeting's agenda must be submitted by the Friday prior to the next meeting. She also stated that those items submitted after Monday could not be added to the agenda due to the printing of the agenda 15 minutes before the meeting. This will eliminate the printing of the agenda 15 minutes before the meeting.
Most of collegiate America seems to be gone around midnights last night.

Borders of garmentless students go to the extreme of the latest campus fad.

North-East-South and West-bare skin covered the campus.

At St. Bonaventure College in Olean, New York—the temperature is 70 degrees at midnight. But observers say that did not deter an unusually large number of streakers from swimming around the campus. An estimated 100 men took part in that particular charge of the light brigade.

The streakers were reported to number 360 at the State University of New Paltz, New York early today—60 coeds among them.

At Rochester Institute of Technology—also in New York—estimated 400 of them streaked around the campus football field during a game with St. John's College.

One can only ask: Where will it all end... UPI 3-74

This year's rite of spring on college campuses—streaking across campus in the nude—spread to more schools overnight and is taken on political overtones.

A student government leader at the University of Pennsylvania is calling on student streakers to join in a mass "Streak for Impeachment" around the White House on April Fool's Day.

Paul Mathias—head of the "Streak for Impeachment Committee"—says he believes streaking has a place in the political arena, explaining that Lady Godiva was among the first to go topless for political expression.

Mathias called for widespread campus endorsement of this: "Our philosophy of the protest is to be a free-spirited Nixon out from behind the wall."

About 350 streakers made an appearance at Penn last night. One of them climbed a flag pole. Coeds joined the streaking at the University of Missouri as about three dozen students galloped around campus. And the coeds promise to make a shot at the world's record tonight. They have organized a group called the "International Coed Underground Streaking League" to organize the runs for the record.

But the University of South Carolina kept a hold on the record by fielding 500 streakers last night, some of them riding motorcycles.

A lone woman led 93 male streakers across the West Chester State College campus near Philadelphia. The streak ended with an old-fashioned panty raid on a woman's dorm. As panties and brass fell from windows, the housemother said, "This is the most successful dorm activity we've had all year."

San Angelo State College fielded 161 male streakers. One of them was racing by a high-rise women's dormitory on his motorcycle when the machine stalled out. The naked man did some quick repairs and raced off into the night. The campus police chief's only comment about the streaking was, "It's a good exercise."

Also in Texas last night, Hardin-Simmons University and nearby McMurry College sent about 20 naked male racers through the darkness. The two schools challenged Abilene Christian to join them for what they called an "eccentric streak."

The streaking turned ugly at the University of Georgia last night. Police used tear gas to disperse about 2500 students who turned out to protest the arrest of one male streaker.

But campus police at East Carolina University made no move to stop them when about 375 streakers—about 50 of them women—made their dash across campus with a spotlight trained on them most of the way.

In the indoor streaking department, five naked men ran through a lecture hall in Corvallis, Oregon, last night. The theme of the lecture was "Sexuality and the Law."

By Rob Weichert, UPI Broadcast 3-74

Rhode Island

(Kingston, Rhode Island) — Dr. Paul Brubacker, Dean of Students at the University of Rhode Island—is not impressed with the nation's latest college fad—streaking. He warned students last night that they might have to call in local police to halt the practice. He also said there is a 1986 State Law still on the books which could get a streaker up to one year's term in jail for lewd behavior. He said the school is not planning any "dramatic" measures to stop the practice but "if it does become problematic, we will have to call in local enforcement officials."

A few hours after his warning, about 40 male and female students streaked outside several dormitories on the U.R.I. campus. Early this morning, about 250 people gathered on a quadrangle at Providence College to watch solo and team streaking performances. Two of the streakers even crossed the campus on bicycles.

Massachusetts

(Amherst, Massachusetts) — At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology—also in Massachusetts—this is a popular pastime on college campuses. The idea is to run naked for a short distance, and not get caught by the police.

The streakers began gathering at the rear of Schneider Arena at about one this morning. The streak lasted about ten minutes, ending back at the area where they put their clothes back on.

Saying—"I'm not a freak. I'm a hero. I'm not a hero. I'm a freak. I'm a hero. I'm a freak. I'm a hero."

Some women from the adjacent dormitory made no secret of their disapproval. "It's ridiculous. It's stupid. It's mean. It's not funny."

Says—"I'm not a freak. I'm a hero. I'm not a freak. I'm a hero. I'm not a freak.

Bryant STREA-A-J

showing of the movie "Sheath" in the Bryant auditorium, when a lone male student streaked across the stage.

Streaking is not just a spectator sport, but one in which all participants. In an interview with streakers it was agreed upon that the thrill of streaking is not only the taking off of one's clothes and running, but the thrill lies in the reaction of the viewers. Says—"It really freaks them out. Some of them run in fear, while others follow after cheering and screaming at the heroic streakers."

Another streaker says that he does it for the pleasure and excitement the streaker feels. "I'm like the butt of the fifties over hoop skirts. Everybody's doing it."

The streakers are most dramatic when they lead the crowd and become the center of attention. They often lead a streaking activity, such as a parade or a dance.

In this case, the streakers led the crowd in a march around the theater. They were met by police who gave them a verbal warning. The streakers then went back to their dormitory. The police then dispersed the crowd and let them continue.

Perhaps the greatest sight of
The Great Escape  

What d'ya mean, what are they wearing? 

Carolinas  
(Columbia, South Carolina) More than 300 students, including a dozen girls, streaked naked across the campus of the University of South Carolina tonight while police directed traffic. As a prelude to the mass streak, several nude motorcyclists rolled around the campus. A crowd of about three thousand gathered on the campus to observe the event. Many took pictures. Several campus policemen ignored the nude students to keep traffic flowing. No arrests were reported.

In other parts of the South, where warm weather added impetus to the fled, school officials took a more serious view of the proceedings. 

Spring is in the air and "streakers" are on stage-out in the streets-running around dorms-and on the basketball courts.

The latest collegiate fad took East Carolina University in Greenville, North Carolina, by storm last night. Campus radio announcer, Marc Mailelli, says he held a spotlight while 325 students disrobed and 50 coeds joined in a cross-campus streak. The extravaganza at Columbia, South Carolina, featured Tartam, about 12 nude coeds and several naked motorcyclists and was watched by campus police. The streakers gathered on fraternity row and strolled near the center of the campus-and then down a street and back.

About one thousand students at West Chester State College in suburban Philadelphia watched 93 male students race through the campus-led by a coed. The fun included an old-fashioned panty raid at a girl's dorm. Students at the University of Illinois at Champaign refused to miss the fun-despite the 45-degree weather.

Eight male and female students ran through paddies and dormitories during a party last night, at 125 spectators gathered to watch.

And some of the students at the University of Oregon in Corvallis are still not sure whether they witnessed a streak. Five naked men ran through a crowded lecture room last night where about 350 students were attending a lecture on "Sexuality and the Law." UPI 3-6-74

Vermont  
(Burlington, Vermont)—A campus radio station cancelled down a student's prank radio station at the University of Vermont early this morning for coordinating a mixed group of about 300 streakers. The station manager of WVRU—AM, Tim Lewis, a 20-year-old junior, said that the station had been coordinating the streak for about ten Lewis said. "The lift-off time was originally scheduled for one a.m. and then we had two minute holds. The result was just starting to come in when a police officer asked us and it went out over the air. Don't answer the phone, don't say who I am. We'd like you to shut down." The police had reportedly received complaints from dormitory assistants that the station was broadcasting false information.

Pennsylvania  
(Philadelphia)—Paul Mathias, the Chairman of Student Government at the University of Pennsylvania, says that his announcement of the formation of a streak for impeachment committee was a hoax.

He called it "a premature April Fool's joke" and apologized to the News media for the hoax.

Mathias had announced yesterday formation of a massive impeachment streak around the White House for April Fool's Day.

But today Mathias said there were no real plans to go to Washington to streak in front of the White House.

And in St. Louis—a campus radio station which planned to set up a "National Collegiate Streaking Association" which would raise the best streaking college in the U.S. folded its plans today.

A spokesman for the station—K-BL at St. Louis University—said that alumni and influential persons pressured the school administration to talk the station into abandoning the whole idea. UPI 3-5-74

---

AK-I-N-G continued from p. 1

It is to watch the reaction of the crowds. Overcome with excitement and delirium they seem one end of the campus to the other in hopes of getting a peek at the "forbidden fruit.

Streaking is beginning to become very acceptable with people waiting for the "lawless" to appear. Never before has any group had such an entourage as the streakers. Although a few condemn the activities in disgust, the majority, and I do mean the majority, approve of streaking as can be proven by the droves of students outside the dorms and looking out their windows during streaking.

Streakers are a very motivated group, and little keeps them from their "call to life"; not even the chill of the night air. Streakers are also becoming more courageous and outrageous in their activities. Wednesday night a male streaker was baptized in good A, and Thursday morning a soul streaked in the glory of the sun.

What motivated people to streak is individual, but one thing is known, that once a person has streaked he is hooked. No one at the first time, it seems commonplace on the return engagement.

What direction streaking will take next is unknown, but one thing is for sure, that it will continue to grow in popularity and participation for some time to come. A large turnout is expected tonight here at Bryant with streakers dancing in the moonlight and the glow of flashbulbs.

Whether or not streaking is right or wrong is up to the individual, but one must give them credit for bravery, or is the right word insanity? Whatever, streaking is far from over, so either sit back and enjoy it or buy yourself a pair of blinders. And if you're one of those who'd like to get into the "swing" of things but are afraid of being recognized, don't worry 'cause nobody ever looks at the faces!
Governor's Sub-Committee on Status of Women

A Sub-Committee on Education has been appointed by the Governor of Rhode Island to investigate sex stereotyping in the state education system. Ms. Joan F. Marcella, Assistant Professor of Social Science at Bryant College and a member of the Commission on the Status of Women, will direct the research which will include assessment of materials, procedures, and methods employed in the educational process. At the first meeting, held on February 28, 1974, it was procedures and methods employed in the educational process. At the first meeting, held on February 28, 1974, it was decided that a questionnaire was to be developed and sent to the 39 school communities in Rhode Island. Ms. Marcella's committee is comprised of seven members of the Bryant community: Mrs. Jane Lyons, Ms. Mary Jane Pelley, and four students, Mr. Joe Haydu, Mr. Wayne Shink, Mr. Steve Polak, and Ms. Debbie Deppole, as well as Mrs. Irma Slavit, the Director of the Blackstone Valley Neighborhood Youth Corporation, Ms. Irene Smith, The Consultant for the Department of Education for the State of Rhode Island, Ms. Michele Wesly, Principal of the Hillgrove School and a NOW Representative, and Dr. Pat Shooli, Professor of Education at Rhode Island College.

It is estimated that the work will take one year to complete. The findings will be published as to aid the public schools of the state in preparing new and unbiased curriculums, and to resolve the stereotyping that is so prevalent today in the public education system.

KARATE TOURNAMENT

by Woody Best and Chuck Baechel

When someone mentions the art of karate, the immediate idea that comes to the average person's mind is a picture of a small Japanese man clad in bulky white pajamas fanatically pounding the side of his hand on a pile of thick boards while screaming some blood-curdling yell at the top of his lungs! This is not karate. It was never meant to represent karate although, tragically, it has. Karate is the art and science of mind and body coordination whose by-product is the best system of unarmed self defense ever devised. It is an art of movement and body awareness. It is a science of reason and paterns. In training, karate entails many hours of hard, tedious effort and dedicated practice, usually covering many years in devotion to the struggle for perfection. All this comes before the student can really gain any insight into the true feelings and purposes of karate.

According to some, there are three main categories or types that the study of karate falls into. These are: karate-do, judo-ka, and kung-foo. Karate-do is the breaking of various objects such as wooden boards, bricks, tile, glass, ice, bottles and animals. It is used to show the power of karate but it has become an instrument of destruction and ridicule for the outsider to criticize the art as an act of sedition for fanatical foods and thought. This has become detrimental to the true study of karate. The next type is called juujitsu-karate. This is the hoaxter-up art of self defense when mail-order experts or dropouts open a school for themselves to gain money and give no illusion as to what is. Training in karate is superior to barroom braving, and entices the false to go out and start fights and further the cyclical cause of fighting and killing. The third type of karate is the true karate or karate-do. It is a way of life. Its study pervades the mind and shapes the personality. It becomes part of the student in whatever he does in his personal life and in his contact with others. Karate-do is practiced every day, every hour. It has its own distinct philosophy of life. The only way you learn this philosophy is by hard work; no short cuts. The obvious is simple; the intuitive is hidden. Within karate-do is the potential for a new person, in all life capabilities that make him respected and confident and as an individual.

On Sunday, March 10, the Bryant College Karate Club will host its first Karate Tournament. For a few years now, several students of the martial arts have been informally practicing. This year they organized into the Bryant College Karate Club. There are seven original members: Woody Best, President; Tom Schenull, Vice President; Chuck Baechel, Secretary-Treasurer; John Mixter, Al Marcella, Dennis Lada, and "Hawk-eye" Kwan.

Since the Club's organization, its first effort was to organize the martial arts to set up and sponsor karate classes. The Club brought in an instructor from the Kajukempo Institute of Karate on Route 2 in Smithfield. Bill Gregory, the owner of Kajukempo, provided the services of the first effort was to set up and sponsor karate classes. The Club brought in an instructor from the Kajukempo Institute of Karate on Route 2 in Smithfield. Bill Gregory, the owner of Kajukempo, provided the services of several instructors, including the true feelings and purposes of karate.

The Club has very recently set up an all-girl self-defense class and is now about to sponsor its first Bryant College Fire Dragon Inter-school Tournament. In a tournament, a karate competition, is where the karate students of various schools come to compete in Kumite (fighting), Kata (forms), and each tournament provides several demonstrations. The schools competing in this first tournament besides the Bryant Karate Club will be the instructor of the Kajukempo Institute, Bill Agius for his organization, his first effort was to set up and sponsor karate classes.

We of the Bryant College Karate Club hope that the Bryant students, their friends, and the community will be interested in support of our first tournament. We would also like to express our thanks to Bill Gregory for his guidance and support in setting up the tournament and providing the teachings of his experience and his top instructor, Nick Ribufo. Also, we express our thanks to the Student Senate of Bryant for its support.

In putting on this tournament, we are working in conjunction with Muscular Dystrophy. Our club expresses thanks to Phni Epsilon Pi Fraternity for their help in the refreshments and will also make a donation to Muscular Dystrophy.

Most of all, we of the Bryant College Karate Club wish to thank those who will come to watch and make our first competition a success that we hope it will be.

Black Students: The Second Generation

A detailed look at "The Second Generation of Black Students on White Campuses" will be offered in a day-long symposium to be held tomorrow on the Brown University Campus.

Spokespersons for the symposium are the Organization of United African Students; a student group; and the Sanijone Society (named for an ancient African university), an organization of black administrators, staff, and faculty at Brown. The organizers have scheduled workshops, role-playing sessions, discussion groups and panel sessions designed to illuminate the nature of the academic and interpersonal experiences of black students at a predominately white college.

According to Geoffrey Black, Assistant Chaplain at Brown and co-governing editor of the first volume of the series, "Black Power: A Source Book," the symposium, which will begin at 9 a.m. in Wilson Hall on the campus, is free and open to the public.

Classified

LOST

An instantomatic Pocket 30 Camera in the woods in back of school. If found please contact Laurel 232-0186 or Box 1111.

FOUND

Right contact lens was found. Will pay cash for it up in the school bookstore.

PERSONAL

Fred: Face really. No matter how hard you try to write, you still lose the election!

Many thanks to Tom and Karyn for pinning a "lost" sign on our car. Dave & Laurrie from Roger Willhams.
Mr. Timothy Cartwright: Director
Of Evening Division

Sitting on the first floor in the administrative section, directly across from Bryant's switchboard operator and unknown to most daytime students, one can find the office of Mr. Timothy Cartwright, Director of the Evening Division. Cartwright came to Bryant in the spring of 1968 when he assumed the title of Director of Continuing Education. Besides his position as Director of the night school, he is working as a coordinator with the CPA Exam Review and with tax practitioners and as an academic counselor for the night school.

In his family circle Cartwright is a dedicated family man. He's married to a Bryant graduate and has two lovely daughters. For relaxation one can find him on the basketball court or playing tennis. A life-long resident of Rhode Island, he graduated from Bryant in 1961, and earned his MBA at URI. His teaching experience includes eleven years at a primary school, one year at a secondary school, experience as a high school business school, as well as a tax accounting instructor at Roger Williams College. In seeking further progress in the field of education, he chose Bryant. Cartwright is currently working for his Doctorate of Education through Nova College in Florida. Most of his work for the course is done independently, except once a month when an instructor is Down here to conduct classes.

In his major concern here at the College is the problem with enrollment. Although in the evening class body has increased substantially since his arrival, 1968 as compared to 1971 in 1972—changes have been made to maintain an increasing enrollment. Because of limited student contact, which is mostly during class session, the Administration has little knowledge of student problems. The result is attrition. One major development proposed to alleviate the situation was initiated in August of 1972. This involved distributing newsletters pertaining to student problems and feedback. The result has been favorable. Since November, pre-registration similar to the T.E.F. process has also been introduced, thus ending many registration problems. This also benefited the students by giving them more flexibility to take classes. Only five students from the daytime classes were allowed in each night course. Now, in cooperation with Dean Alberg, night class enrollment can be extended.

Personally, Cartwright is greatly concerned with the welfare of students. A T.E.F. school such as Bryant must offer more direction to its students because, as Cartwright says, "Business leadership develops a type of student personality that is steady, and won’t go too far off on a limb. It helps the student in deciding where he or she is going and what they want."

A Bryant College First

by Jim Angellini

fraternity to make a point, but were it because they wanted to help and they felt they could do this best with the T.E.F. fraternity.

In the main question I asked the girls why they picked a fraternity over a sorority and they very definitely said to me that it was an exciting and a new experience. They felt that sororities do not really do anything and are full of chauvinism but the girls do not advocate all girls to join; they feel it depends upon the person. They wish to commend T.E.P. for being unpampered in allowing them to pledge which bears out their philosophy—change or die.

I talked with Dan Harrington of the Greek Letter Council to get his point of view on the situation. He told me that he doesn't particularly agree with girls pledging frats, but if it is kept in perspective the Greek Letter Council will not intervene. Dan said he would not like to see this happen to his fraternity, Phi Sigma Nu but that he would leave it to the individual students to make their own decisions. Dan looks up this as maybe a problem but feels it will take away from the old style.

In any event I feel Lydia owes congratulations to Cynthia Wallerstein, Mrs. Roberta Pisgastelli, Lynn Pisgastelli, Gala Starr, Roberta Basford, and Alicia Tierney for having the initiative for doing something out of the ordinary way, which the family wanted, your idea of a fraternity is...

Space time is something that Mary Jane Pelkey does not have very much of. One of the most dynamic and involved members of Bryant’s faculty, Ms. Pelkey works constantly whether it is teaching secretarial and office education here at Bryant, restoring her 150-year-old house in Glendale, or driving the dune buggy, which she designed.

Ms. Pelkey is the co-author of two text books with Mrs. Dorothy O’Connell, Ms. Pelkey also serves on the committees. She is the Sales Correspondent for the Burrellco Industrial Foundation and the Co-Chairperson of Public Information Sub-Committee on the Advisory Commission on Women in Rhode Island.

Mary Jane Pelkey is a life-long resident of Glendale, de Island. A 1962 Bryant graduate with a Bachelor of Science in Business Education, Ms. Pelkey taught at Burlingville High School for four years until obtaining her Modern Degree in Education from Boston University in 1966. In September of 1966, she returned to Bryant as a member of the faculty, and in 1970 received a Certificate of Advanced Graduate Study in Secondary Education from Boston University. Ms. Pelkey is also the Assistant Professor on the Committee of Faculty on Student Standing.

When she is not at Bryant, Ms. Pelkey enjoys reading, writing about sports, collecting and listening to music, especially from the 1920's and '30's and repairing and restoring a 150-year old house in Glendale. She purchased her grandmother's two-story, eight-room house five years ago when no one else in her family wanted it, and has done all the painting, roofing, and other

Delta Mu Delta Awards

There's still time to apply for one of the four Delta Mu Delta awards to be given this year! You don't have to be a member of Delta Mu Delta to apply. If you're majoring in business, if you plan to continue in school full of fall, and if you have a pretty good academic record, why not try for $1000?

Ask the Delta Mu Delta Faculty Mentor for an Application Form and details. It won't take long.

1. Fill out the on-page application;

2. Ask your Dean and favorite prof each to write a supporting letter; and

3. Ask the Registrar to mail an official transcript of all your undergraduate study.

These are the four application, two supporting letters and transcript—must be sent to Min. Mildred R. Thompson, 608 East Street, Evanston, Illinois 60202—postmarked no later than April 15, 1974.

The awards are based on scholarship, leadership, character, motivation, need and potential. Most business students have these one combination or another, so get the details and give it the old college try. See Wally Camper for details.

To The Greatest Brothers In The World: DELTA SIGMA PHI

Thank you for turning eight boys into eight men.

Shaw, Randy

Bernie

John

Mike

Jim
THE NUMBER ONE KILLER OF YOUNG AMERICANS IS YOUNG AMERICANS.

You don't mean to be. But you are. The numbers are simple.
Latest available figures show that 8,000 American people between the ages of 15 and 25 died in alcohol related crashes. And almost all the drunk drivers who caused those crashes were also under 25.
1,380 died in combat. 3,420 committed suicide. 2,731 died of cancer.
It's incredible, but one of the most dangerous things you can do is to have a few bottles of wine with friends and drive home.
You can change it. You have to.

You march against war.
You fight for clean air and clean water. You eat natural foods. You practice yoga. You are so much for life. And you are so much against killing.
It would be unthinkable for you to kill another human being on purpose.
So then, why is this happening?

STOP DRIVING DRUNK.
STOP KILLING EACH OTHER.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION - NATIONAL HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY ADMINISTRATION
It's All Over Now

by Rich Maged

Foillard and your squad for an exciting season. Dave Sorarine's two, 45-point performances were magnificent. The continued improvement of Tom Dupont, Bob Hammel, Bob Morcelli, Armstrong, Joe Schmitz, and Paul Melvin was pleasing. Ned Bohan's passing and Bill Goedtler's hot-shooting nights are also to be remembered. Rick Shanley's hustle and determination, as well as newcomers, Chuck Giorgio and Walt Washington, team play were evident. May continued success be your portion. But most of all, thanks to you for displaying the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat.

Intramural

Bowling Standings

DIVISION A
Kong's Burgers 12-4
Gusto's 7-9
Lucky Five 5-11

DIVISION B
Stormin Micros 13-3
Banacek's Bangers 12-4
Old Snappers 7-9
Top of the Twelfth 0-16

DIVISION C
A.B.C&D 13-7
Tigers 11-9
Bombards 9-11
Lipsky Movers 7-13

DIVISION D
B. T. Leagues 11-5
Ball Busters 9-7
Bongman's Best 7-6-8
B.O.B. 4-11-1

DIVISION E
T.E.P. 11-5
Lumpy's Cheesburgers 9-7
Dad's Vegetables 8-8
The P.M.'s 4-12

Colucci's Gamble

Continued from Page 12

starting man-to-man, Colucci's corps quickly regained their composure, trailing by just four, at halftime. Dave Sorarine was unable to get the ball from the Indian backcourt. The tenacious Hawk zone forced the Indians to shoot from downtown. The ball did not bounce in the home team's direction, as Bryant's shot at even twenty-fours were futile. Sorarine, who had nine turns, deftly played the ball from bottom to top. Dave Sorarine's ball, hit from the top by Bob Hopper and guard, Datcher, Hopper denied the passing lane to Sorarine most effectively, as the Indian marksman took only five second-half shots. Datcher, an aggressive guard, was another standout for the Hawks. The co-captain stole the ball twice from the Indians while leading his team with 17 points.

Bryant's Bob Hammel was the only player able to find the shooting range for Bryant. Despite shooting over the zone, Hammel's 16 team-high points were still not enough. After Sorarine tipped in a shot at the buzzer, the Hawks still came out ahead, although by one point.

As the players turned in their uniforms for another season, it was the last time for two of the Bryant players. Bill Goedtler, and Rick Shanley were seniors. The top two scorers in the Sub-varsity, played one varsity game as a sooth-say, before earning a permanent spot on this year's varsity. Goedtler will be remembered for his shooting, despite being just 5'7".

Coach Foliard proclaimed last Monday at the weekly Coaches' luncheon that Rick Shanley was the best captain he had ever had. Shanley was not just the cheerleader, but people think he was. Rick scored many key baskets in the clutch. In addition to his fine defense, Shanley gave 100% of himself both to his fellow teammates as well as Bill Foliard's tribute is quite a compliment to quite a person—Rick Shanley.

Stonehill Tops Bryant in Season Finale

by Fred Coiion

Bird Steinberg scored for Bryant but O'Brien closed the scoring only seven seconds later.

Bryant outshot Stonehill in both halves. Pitman's basket in the first period was superbly placed for the final. The Indians finished the year with a 13-7 record while Stonehill finished 6-11-1. Before the games the team presented coach Bob Rea with a jacket—the game was the last for Phil Ceronne in a Bryant uniform—Gurka received a major penalty for high sticking in the third period—next week the ARCHWAY will wrap up the season.

Record Setters—
Continued from Page 12

Bryant. Bohan, besides making his passes count, played the best defense on the team. He led the team in steals, and forced many opponent passes to go astray. Bohan's defense was effective against high fouls and was sixth on the team in defensive rebubs. A tireless performer, Bryant's 5'9" playmaker played 7 complete games. As a final recognition, the "Pearl" has earned an honorable mention as ECAC's First Team of the Week.

School records have been broken, and will be cracked in the future. The Triumphs of the Bob Ruth of Stonehill, Bennie Smile (249 career points), has had a few hard records go down the drain. Sophomore Dave Sorarine has scored more points (371) in one season than any player in one season at Bryant. Dave fell short of the single season rebound record by 46, but another season remains. Dave, only 19, was voted by the coaches–Rhode Island Division Player of the Year.

The ECAC has selected Dave Sorarine to Team of the Week for the sixth consecutive week. His fifth selection was highlighted as Dave earned ECAC Player of the Week. This week he was honored as Co–Player of the Week in the East.

Other records were set, as the Indians were the best outside shooters in the school's history (.492). The team, which also bested the 1966-67 output. The list goes on, but for a team that lost six players a season ago, rebuilding was not necessary. A year more mature, Bryant will be back next October preparing for the 1974-75 season.
Bryant Tops Pendant
First-Ranked Bentley

The Indians' rematch against Bentley threw mud in the face of the NCAA Selection committee. The officials decided on a four-team tournament: selecting Hartford, Assumption, St. Michael's and the Bentley Falcons to represent New England in the NCAAA Small College playoffs. The Bryant Indians, however, showed those watching, that the Smithfield team was indeed capable of playing in the tournament. As a result, Bryant entered the NAIA tournament.

Two sections of stands were covered for the television crew. Three cameras were used, lighting was added, and excitement was in the air - all 1800 fans on their feet. Bryant and Bentley were introduced and it was apparent to all that the Falcons had a height advantage. In the backcourt Bryant's Ned Bohan and Walt Washington were matched with Bentley's Robbie Robinson and Brian Hammel, both 6'2".

After All-American Brian Hammel had scored eight of Bentley's first ten points, Coach Tom Follard called a timeout, calming his young squad. Follardinserted Tom Dupont in the lineup with 12 minutes left in the half. The coach's substitution was probably the most important factor in the game. Dupont controlled the tempo of the game, making seemingly impossible passes to DuPont and Dave Sorelina. By game's end Tom Dupont converted 9 of 11 shots from the field and all four from the charity stripe. DuPont's 22 points stymied Bentley's defense. Dave Sorelina at times had two and three men assigned to him. Mark Shea

With seconds left, Rob Hammel (44) insures Bryant's win over Bentley while brother Brian looks on.

UPI COACHES' POLL

(BOSTON)-The final UPI Coaches' ratings of New England Division Two and Division Three college basketball teams (first place votes in parentheses).

*By Steve Sadetsky

**By Steve Sadetsky

by Steve Sadetsky

Record Setters

by Steve Sadetsky

Many records were broken this year's basketball season; all but one, however, are school records. Ned Bohan has established a new assist record for College Division Teams in New England. Breaking Henry Payne's record, 280 for American International College in 1965-66, Ned Bohan accumulated 303 assists. Bohan's 646 career assists leaves the "Pearl" just 102 short of the career New England, also set by A.I.C.'s Payne.

Ned is responsible for setting the Bryant offensive attack. Not counted on for a box score totals never reveal just how valuable the player is to

The basketball season ended abruptly Tuesday night as Vic Colucci's Roger Williams team upset the Bryant Indians. It was the second consecutive year for young Coach Tom Follard that his Indians fell a game short of competing in the Nationals. Last year, Quinipliclaced to Kansas City; this season the R-W Hawks will represent District 32 South. If there is any consolation, it is the first time since 1952 that a Rhode Island team has been represented in the NAIA's.

Saturday, Bryant beat Worcester State 92-77 in a sloppy played game. The Indians were lethargic at times, but still managed to

Tommy Dupont goes up and over a Worcester State defender for an easy score.

Continued on Page 11

Bryant Varsity Basketball Season Totals (28 Games)

by Steve Sadetsky

Win by fifteen. As usual Dave Sorafine led with 33 points and 14 rebounds, but Sorafine's performance was all but nullified by Worcester State's Mal Person. Person scored 34 points and had a game-high 18 rebounds, hitting howitzers from downtown, too. Both players were selected to the ECAC Team of the Week. Roger Williams defeated Salem State 77-66 in the first game, as the Hawks and Indians advanced to the Regional Finals.

Bryant was leading 22-12 when the Hawks' coach, Vic Colucci gambled and switched defenses. Employing a zone after